Parenting Series

New classes are available at the Round Rock Campus on Thursday nights! Parents take a class while students receive tutoring assistance in core subjects: math, science, English reading and writing. October 13 and October 20.

EDTX 3023 Smart Middle School Parents (6 hrs/$60)
Prepare your middle school children for change and transition as they move from elementary campuses to middle school life. Explore middle school academic, physical, and social components. Prepare your child to manage class work and extra-curricular activities along with study skills. Learn strategies to build character, adapt to physical development, developing relationships (peer-to-peer, peer-to teacher), resolving conflicts, teamwork, and leadership. Discuss issues and concerns in a safe environment. Your children may attend ACC at the same time as they receive assistance with reading, writing, and math in EDTX 3024.

57571   100       Oct 13-Oct 20 6-9pm Th     RRC 2122.00

EDTX 3024 Smart Middle School Kids (6 hrs/$40)
Need help with academics, study skills, organization, time management, test-taking skills, and motivation? Attend the Middle School Center to find assistance from educators who will give you individual attention and opportunities to assist others as a Service Learning opportunity. Bring homework and challenges that need resolution. Your parents may attend ACC at the same time to receive tips on how to relate to middle school students and facilitate your success to career and college.
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